Steer your maritime career in the right direction

MARITIME – DECK
Certificate IV Transport & Distribution (Coastal Maritime Operations – Master Class 4)
You will be in command of a commercial vessel to a maximum 35m length in Australian coastal and middle waters, or vessels less than 80 metres within inshore operational limits specified by the Uniform Shipping Laws. Evidence of sea time/service on board a vessel will be required to obtain a Certificate of Competency from the state regulatory authority.

Employment options: Master Class 4 – maritime industry

Certificate III Transport & Distribution (Coastal Maritime Operations – Master Class 5)
You will command a maximum 24m length commercial vessel operating up to 100 nautical miles off shore. Evidence of sea time/service on board a vessel will be required to obtain a Certificate of Competency from the state regulatory authority.

Employment options: Master Class 5 – maritime industry

Certificate II Transport & Distribution (Coastal Maritime Operations – Coxswain)
You will command a maximum 12m length and maximum 250KW engine commercial vessel operating inshore limits. Evidence of sea time/service on board a vessel will be required to obtain a Certificate of Competency from the state regulatory authority.

Employment options: coxswain

Certificate I Transport & Distribution (Maritime Operations)
To work as a general purpose hand on commercial vessels operating in areas up to coastal and middle waters. A person working in this capacity assists the master and engineer as a general hand in the functioning of the vessel. As a general purpose hand you will be able to perform basic duties such as survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment, assist in safe operations and emergency procedures on a coastal vessel, contribute to communication and teamwork on a coastal vessel, provide elementary first aid and assist in routine deck operations.

Employment options: deck hand

MARITIME – ENGINEERING
Certificate III Transport & Distribution (Marine Engine Driving – Grade 2)
You will take charge of machinery onboard commercial vessels up to 500kW engines operating offshore, 750kW inshore and up to 750kW of propulsion machinery onboard seagoing vessels. Evidence of sea time/service on board a vessel will be required to obtain a Certificate of Competency from the state regulatory authority.

Employment options: Grade 2 marine engine driver, maritime industry

Certificate II Transport & Distribution (Marine Engine Driving – Grade 3)
You will take charge of machinery onboard commercial vessels with 250kW engines offshore, 500kW inshore and up to 500kW propulsion machinery onboard seagoing vessels. Evidence of sea time/service on board a vessel will be required to obtain a Certificate of Competency from the state regulatory authority.

Employment options: Grade 3 marine engine driver, maritime industry

Maritime Studies
Certificate III Transport & Distribution (Maritime Operations)
This program provides the skills in marine studies field including marine environment, coastal conservation, aquarium care, SCUBA diving, snorkelling, boating and fishing to work in a range or marine industries. In addition, it provides some basic maritime safety and emergency survival skills which may be required when working on vessels. Completion of specific competencies from this course may lead to General Purpose Hand endorsement from NSW Maritime.

May provide advanced standing into Certificate II Transport & Distribution and Certificate III Transport & Distribution

Employment options: deckhand, guide on charter vessels
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